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Five deans: No collective bargaining
StaftWntere

The deans of snr want to
make the;r po~ition on
collective bargaining clear to
their faculty. :Jf six deans
contacW, f'·.'e said they are
opposed to collective
bar'taining and have sent
letten: to their faculty explaini:tg their stance.
There are 11 deans of
colleges that will be
:oepresented in collective
bargaining.
Communications and Fine
Arts Dean Keith R. Sanders
said he won't support
collect;'w'e
bargallling
representa tion Nov. 16.
beca:lse he doesn't feel it
would make any difference.
Sanders Stmt a letter to

University faculty and staff
giving his reasons for opposing
collective barga:ning.
"1 have been very quiet
about my vip.\\"", but several
faculty members had asked
me wheth!n (;I'!:ective
bargaining wOl.L!d help us, "
Sanders said.
In the letter, Sanders ~aid
his key reason for opposing
collective bargaining is
because it would have little or
no impact on the amount of
stat.e dollars coming from
Springfield.
"Factors influencing funding for higher education in
general, or for SIU-C in particular, are many and complex," he said.
Sanders
said
union

representation won't change
the health of the national and
state economy, the willingness
of the govel-nor and the
Legislature to raise new
revenues, the political ambitions and educational sensibilities of the governor and
the Legislature or the
willingness of all the levels of
education to work together.
"The pre:;ence or absence of
one or two new bargaining
units at the Carbondale
campus oC SIU simply will not
matter," Sanders added.
Both the Illinois Education
Association and University
Professionals hav" said tile
state has the money aDd the
unions can bring that money to
the Univer;ity.

Although the !h'e universities In the Board of GQvernors system rtoCeived a 9.95
percent salary increase dlis
year, Sanders said, "Tbey fare
no better than the otber
universities in the state."
"Its (Board of GQvernors)
institutions are at 86.5 percent
of the median salary paid at
their peer universities," be
explained.
Sanciers also said collective
bargaining would encourage
the development of an adversarial attitude between
faculty and administration
that would destroy the environment many faculty
members worked to create and
maintain.
Thomas Gutteridge, dean of

options
By Theresa Livingston
Staff Writer

Although the city's cable
contract doesn't expire until
July 1, 1991l, it is investigating
other options to the current
cable televison system.
The Carbond .. le Cable
Commission is in the process
of eva luting information
collected earlier this year in a
subscrit.er survey and a series
of public hearings.
The 42-item-multiple-choice
survey was offered this spring
by the commission to randomly selected cable subscribers.
It included open questions on
what subscribers would like to
see cha:lged as WEll as specific
questions concerning the
quality of maintenance,
programming and service.
The main reasons dted by
subscribers for cable subscription were more channels
and better reception.
However, poor programming and poor channel
reception topped the list of
complaints, followed by interrupted and repetitive
programming and expensive
sarvice.
People also complained of
Slow repair service, problems
with the installment process,
frequent busy signals on
Cablevision's business phone
number and rude empluyees

s.. CABLE, Page 5

This Morning
Two killed in wreck
on Giant ~ity Read
-Page 10
Wichita St. coach
unsure about team
- Sports 15
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Staff Photo by St.... Mllnitt

Robert 6elondla, Barn Man with the
Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey
Circus, s~ands In the doorway of the circus
train at the old train station at Main Street

and South Illinois Avenue Monday night.
The circus will perform at the SIU Areana
tonight at 7:30 and Wednesday at 3:30 and
7:30p.m.

Problems postpone parade
of circus for several· hours
By Wayne Wallace
SlsffWriter

A parade welcoming the
Ringling Brothers' Barnum
and Hailey Circus to town
was delayed until 1 a.m.
today, a local deejay said.
The parade down South
University Avenue was
planned for 7:30 p.m.
Monday but was postponed
because of compliC<ttions in
Champaign, Steve Falat,
:flram director for WTAO
Falat and WEBQ's Joanne
Sayer were supposed to ride
elephants in the parade.
The circus will perform
two shows at the Arena
today and one Wednesday.
About 200 people waited
for the train at the old train
station on Main Street and
South Illinois Avenue as
some circus members tried
to answer the pervaaing
ouestion. "When will the
Parade start""

At first, it was delayed to
9:30, then to 11:30 and
eventually 1 a.m.
Falat summed up the
evening's atmosphere as
exciting but disappointing.
Melissa Steeb, tlf Carbondale, said she is going to
see the circus at the Arena
and she is excited. She said
ber favorite part is the
clowns.

A t first it was
delayed to 9:30,
then to 11 :30 and
eventually to 1 a.m.
"I'd like to be in their
shoes," Steeb said.
KIm BriDl's, a senior in
elementary education, said
"Yes (I'm excited). 1
!laven't been to the circus
since I was in grade school."

She said sbe likes the
tigers because "they are so
ferocious."
Melody Hesketh, 12, who :s
going to the circus on
Wednesday, said she likes
the trapeze acroba ts.
Tammy Smith, a freshman
in
radiology
technology, said she likes the
elephants because of Dumbo
and the high wire act.
Harold Clemens, a
University student said he
has never seen the circus bllt
is looking forward to the
elephants and the clowns.
Another student, Tom
Townzen, said the closest
he's ever come to seeing the
circus was the Shriner's
circus.
Laurie Knowlton, of
Carbondale, said she
sympathizes with circus
people and said it "must be
difiicult not going to a home
ea!:h night but going to a
rc.ilwadcar."

--------.----------------
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Palestine
proclaims
free state

Tel cable

assesses

the College of Business and
Administration, also opposes
collective bargaining. In &.

----------------~

ALGIERS, Algiers (UPl) Tbe Palestiruan parliament-inexile voted overwhelmingly
Monday to proclaim an independent state in the Israelioccupied territories and implicitly recognize the state of.
Israel.
PLO sources said a
"declaration of independence"
would be read shortly after
midni~t at the Palestine
National Council meeting
being beld in the Club des Pins
Conference Center on the
Algerian coast.
At their plenary session, 253
delegates to the extraordinary
meeti~g voted for
the
"political statement" that
calls for the creation of the
Palestinian state in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip and
endorses U.N. Resolution 242,
which recognizes Israel's right
to exist.
There were 46 votes against
the statement and 10 abstentiOl'.5.
The statement called for
"the convening of an effective
international conference under
the auspices of the U.N. with
the participation of all ~es
involved in the conflict, including the PLO, on an equal
footing on the basis of. <V.N'>
Resolutions 242 and 338 and
guaranteeing the legitimate
national rights of the
Palestinian people, above all,
rigbts trself-determination."
"The Palestine National
Council rejects ter.orism of
every kind, including state
terrorism, and confirms U.N.
Resolutions 2'7-159 :md 41Hi_
and the.. Cairo agreement of
1985," all relating to antiterrorist activities and the
protection of civilians, the
statment added.
The statement called for
Israel to withdraw to 1967
borders and return East
Jersusalem to the future
Palestinian state. It .:ailed for
the West Bank and Gaza Strip
to be placed under U .N.
supervislon for a limited
period "to achieve security
and peace for all."
Tbe council repr~sents
Palestinians scattered
throughout the world.
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KHYBER PASS, Pakistan CUPIl - The Soviet-backeG Kabul
government recaptured a 55-mile highway in eastern
Afghanistan a'ld a strategic town on the Pakistan border in a
I, massive weekedd air and ground offensive, Afghan rebels said
I Monday, Officials in Pakistan said a 14-r,ear-old boy and three
I Pakistani paramilitary troopers were IdJed and six injured by
I stray missiles from the fighting across the border.

Rebels kill 27, wound 3 in Sri Lanka attack

I COLOMBO, Sri Lanka <UPI) -

Tamil rebels seeking to scuttle
elections crucial to an Indian-backed peace plan ambushed a bus
Monday in northeastern Sri Lanka, killing at least '1:1 members of
the island's ethnic Sinhalese majority and wounding three.
Sinhalese extremISts, meanwhile, pressed a drive in the south to
force the downfall of President Junius Jayewardene, blowing up
an electricity pylon, erecting roadblocks and staging attacks
that left at least two people dead and three injured, officials said.

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (UP!) - Opposition leader Bwazir
Bhutto and members of a government-backed political alliance
wound up their campaigns for Pakistan's first open elections in
11 years with massive rallies Monday in key cities, Troops in
armored personnel carriers were deployed in the streets of the
southern port of Karachi, Pakistan's largest city and the scene of
wldespread ethnic unrest in recent months, to prevent trouble
during Wednesday's National Assembly polls.

The
American Tap

Carriers ordered to start random drug tests
WASlllNGTON (UPI) - The Transportation Department
im~ed controversial new rules Monday that will subject 4
million workers in safety or security jobs to random drug testing-·
starting in December 1989. The new regulations require transportation companies to test aviation, mass transit, railroad,
commercial bus and trucking, pipeline and maritime workers,
Companies also will be required to test before they hire a
worker, at regular intervals after hiring, after accidents and
when there is probable cause to suspect drug use.

Happy Hour II :30am.9:00pm

·Ute

i JERUSALEM CUPI) - Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir ac: cepted the task of forming a new government Monda)" promptly
to crush the Palestinian rebellion and reJecting any
i suggestion of peace talks with the PLO, He also sought to
i reassure American Jews that the Conservative and Reform
i m()vements will not be branded outlaws through leg;slation
: proposed by the two ultra-Orthodox religious parties as a price
! for their joining his coalition government

Ivowing

ICampaigns for open election in Pakistan end
On the Island
549-0788

. .)!JjJl( _

:Israeli minister Shamir
iagrees to new government

i

When you need copies and you
need them fast,

world/nation

i Kabul government stages weekend offens:ve
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Pitchers

Lcxlk for: Miller Saluki Tailgate Giveaway
This Sunday Dart Tournament

Computer manhunt nabs narcotics fugitives
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Federal agents aided by a computer
took just 10 weeks to arrest 218 narcotics fugitives, including a
man serving - under an alias - on a Flordia sheriff's drug
abuse committee, the U,S. Marshals Service announced Mon·
day. Marshals Service Director Stanley Morris, heralding the
inter-agency pilot operation as one of the most successful
fugitive sweeps in U.S. history, told a news conference that.
agents also seIZed more than $1.20 m.i1J.ion in criminally obtained
E,3sets,

Authorities find 7th body, search for killer

UP-THE
HIGHER EDUCATION UNION

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) - The lavishly :&ndscaped yard
of a Victorian boarding house yielded a SIXth ilnd seventh body
Monday as authorities searched for the white-.1aired, matronly
manager who slipped away during the weekend. Dorothea
Montalvo, 59, who served a prison sentence for forgery and for
drugging and robbing people she met in bars, is suspected of
killing residents for their Social Security, disability or welfare
checks.

HERE'S THE SCORE

Shuttle ~r9W practice countdowrI successful

Up,SIU <1FT AFT)
University and College Faculty Under Bargaining
(!\lationa/)
University and College Faculty Under Bargaining
(Illinois )
Number of Campuses under Bargaining
(Illinois)
Community College Faculty Under Bargaining
(illinois J
Local Unions Without Bargaining at other
Cniversities

IEA.NEA

80,000

50,000

2,875

o

6

o
712

3,746

Illinois-Urbana
None
Illinois-Chicago!
None
Northern Illinois I
None
Illinois Stale
None
VOTE f'OH THE UNION WITH EXPERIENCE IN REPRESENTING
UNIVERSITY FACULTY
VOTE UP,SIU, 1FT, AFT ON NOVEMBER 16
I

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla, (UPI) - The crew of the shuttle
Atlantis fought off problems with balky military communications gear and wrapped up a "very successful" practice
countdown Monday, setting the stage for launch around Dec. l.
Top NASA managers, meanwhile, converged on the Kennedy
I Space Center for the start of a twlHiay flight readiness review
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Project provides gifts
for underprivileged kids

SlIIft Photo by Steve Merrill

Geronimo
John Masini, senior in electronics management, rappels off a cliff at Giant
City State Park Monday afternoon. Sunny skies and temperatures in the
mid-70s made conditions ideal for outdoor activities.

By Beth Clavin

this onl' is unique.

Entertainmeflt Editor

"We are able to buy the child things
that they r€llly '.... ant ... and the things
that monl and dad would buy if they
were able to do so," he said. "We're a
kind of circuit Santa Claus for the
children.
"God has given all of us more than
we can use, and this gives us a chance
to share some of that," he said.
Doerge said
many people who
sign up for the project spend much
more on the children than $50.
He said this is a positive aspect of the
project, but he encourages sponsors to
buy gifts for more children rather than
s~nding extra money on a few. This
WIll mean that more children will
receive gifts, and children will not face
the possible disappointment of
receiving fewcc gifts than the year
before.

As childrt:n, some people might have
been disappointed by Christmas
because their parents simply could not
afford the gifts that go along with it.
"Share Your Blessings," is a way for
people to keep other children from
experienc·.ng the same disappointment.
"Share Your Blessings" is a project
that provides Christmas gifts to those
children in Southern Illinois who will
not have presents unless interested
persons become involved.
The project asks interested individuals or groups to sponsor a child
for Christmas. Sponsors will receive
the names of children who have been
:dentified by the Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services as
needing help this Christmas.
Sponsors receive oJlly the first names
and wish lists from the children they
sponsor. All other information is kept
confidential.
When becoming involved in the
project, sponsors pledge to spend at
least $50 on each child. After wrapping
the gifts and tagging them, the sponsors deliver them to a designated pickup point so DCFS workers can deliver
them to the proper family in time for
Christmas.
Ron Doerge. Lake of Egypt, said he
began the program six years ago after
he sponsored one family at Christmas.
Since then the project has grown immensely, with 570 children from 257
families receiving gifts last year.
Doerge, with his wife, Ann, c('ntinues
to head the project, which provides
help for child-en in WilliamsJn,
Franklin, Jackson, Perry, Saline,
White, Gallatin, Pope, Hardin, Massac
and Johnson counties.
Doerge said although there are

several similar projects in \he area,

The sponsor receives the
first name and a wish list
from the child and all other
information is kept confidential.
Doerge said he would like all interes.ed parties to sign up for the
project as soon as possible because of
the amount of time required to complete it. To sign up, call one of the
following phone numbers: Harrisburg
area - 252-3278, Marion area - 9641870 and Carbondale-Murphysboro
area - 687-3805.
The projl'':!t is tr.ade possible by the
Illinois Departml'nt of Children and
Family Services, area churches,
Marion Kiwarus Club, Harrisburg
Lions Club and the Murphysboro
Ki.wanis Club.

TO THOSE OPPOSED TO UNIONIZATION:

VOTEI VOTE! VOTE!
UNION MEMBERS WILL VOTE

50+ %of those voting will prevail.

Wednesday, November 16
Student Center Ballroom B

7:00 AM to 6:30 PA~
Identification will be required f
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Women's committee
responding to issues
IN RESPONSE to a recent study, 15 women explained
why they left SIU-C for other Universities. The answers
were not surprising.
The main reason these women left was because of low
salaries. Although male faculty are leaving SIU-C for the
same reason, the University still cannot afford to lose
female faculty when they already are outnumbered six to
one by male faculty.
THE MORE important reasons women are leaving the
University include, a hostile work environment, greater
chances for advancement elsewhere, incidents of sexism
a nd sexual harassment and lack of respect by male
colleagues and students.
President John Guyon and University administrators
have balked on respon~ing to these problems until a
women's task force committee carved the issues in stone.
IN A LONG overdue move, Guyon recently established
the University Women's Professional Advancement
Committee to deal with these problp.ffiS. The committee is
composed mainly of women.
The task force, headed by Uma Sekaran, professor and
chairwoman in management, responded immediately to
the problems. Sekaral' expressed interest in reinstating an
internship }.Irogram canceled two years ago that allowed
one or two women to be trained in the administration or
president's office.
SEKARAN AND the committee also helped revise the
University's sexual harassment policy, which was at
proved by the University. Other topics on the committee s
agenda include salary equity, placing more women in
administrative positions, recruiting more women faculty
and creating a iob bank from the surrounding area to help
the s-pouses of -prospective em-p\oyees tind lobs.
GUYON AND University administrators faced these
same problems before the committee was appointed, but
they refused LO respond until the task force told them what
they already knew.
By passing the buck to the committee, Guyon and
Uruversity administrators did the best thing. In one
month, the committee was able to do more for women than
the University could in one year.

Opinions
from elsewhere
San Francisco Examiner
George Bush will become the
41st president, and at this point
his real challenge begins ...
The vice president won a
commanding victory, running
on traditional themes and
riding on good times ... Bush
simply struck more chords
that the people wanted to hear
than did Gov. Michael
D'.lkakis. A£ the tumult of the
election fades away, answers
must be produced for the
questions left unanswered
during the collision of Bush
and Dukakis, which mainly
was an exercise of shallow
cliche and media posturing ...
Now, while he still has the
momentum of his victory, he
should try to draw the public to
a program of remedies and
objectives ... if indeed we are
to receive such a vision from
George Bush.
Chicago Tribune

plenty tough enough to win ...
Part of the unfortunate price
for his nf;W image was an
unsavory, negative campaign
that ... projected the gE'ntlemanly George Bush as a
political hard case. George
Bush must swiftly put the
uglier moments of pari:isansbip behind him. That
should come naturally to him.
Except for his brief run in
recent weeks ... he's been a
lifetime model of style and
class.
The (Baltimore) Sun
For the first time in 16 years,
the American people have
elected a president who is a
product of the federal
estabLshment, a man who
knows government, likes
government, is part of
government and is wellacquainted with governments
around the world. The complaints heard from allied
leaders about Jimmy Carter
and the early Ronald Reagan,
provincial governors both, do
not apply to George Bush. If
Bush brings a resume to office,
he does not bring a mandate.
He could face a collisioll with
revenge-nlinded Democrats in
Congress. Yet Mr. Bush
deserves a honeymoon. He
deserves a chance to show that
the "kincier, gentler" nation he
invokes
really
will
materialize.

The American people final!y
have had their turn. And
George Herbert Waker Bush,
who has spent a fair amount of
hil:i lifetime preparing for the
job and much of the last 10
years running fur it, has been
chose.. ... But the 64-year-old
Republican standard-bearer
brought it off, surviving his ill·
deserved early portrait as a
wimp to establish that he was
Pare 4. Daily Egyptian, November 15, HillS

One sore loser hasn't saved
last dance for 'Genghis' Bush
SO NOW he wants to be
president of all the pe?ple;
now he wants to bmd up
wounds, unite us and play
kissy-face. Now that George
Bush has won, he wants to let
bYRones be bygones.
Sorry Genghis, my dance
card is full.
I am one of those people
known as a sore loser. Ob, I
don't mind losing an electionLord knows, I've done it ('iten
enough - but when a candidate burns an "L" on my
lawn, plays up to the Yahoo
vote and tells egregious lies
about my team, I am not going
to rush to his embrace just
because his appalling tactics
proved successful. Thus I am
unmoved when Mr. Bush calls
me to his kinder, gentler
America.
MIKE DUKAKIS doesn't
ft!el that way, apparently. The
morning after the electi<.n his ear hanging by a thread
and his nose push"'<l around to
the side of his far-e by the
mugging Bush had administered him - Dukakis
said of his former d!ponent:
~~~ilI~~ko~tCr~.~nt. And
You always were a wimp,
Mike. That's why you lost.
Personally, I am not going to
work with President Bush.
Why should I? I'm a liberal,
someone way out of the
mainstream. I believe in social
justice, civil rights. I am even
a card-carrying member of the
ACLtT (or w<JUld be if I paid my
dues). Why would Mr. Bush
want the support of such a
degenerate anyway? I might
be harboring a fugitive
murderer-rapist in my attic, I
might celebrate thP. Fourth of
July by burning the nag. You
never know with liberals.
No, Mr. President-elect,
you're better off without me. I
b!18ll continue to stand at the
side of the battle, making faces
and rude noises.
I WOULD, however, offer
this advice to those Democrats
and liberals who intend to

Donald
Kaul
Tribune Media Services

J

cooperate with the next
president: "Don't let him raise
taxes."
I know, we're going to need a
tax increase sooner or later to
save the country; it doesn't
matter. You've had this gfme
played on you before. Ronald
Reagan was elected on a
promise not to raise taxes,
then he raised them and
blamed the Democrats. Don't
let Bush do the same thing!
If President Bush finds that
he can't get along without new
taxes, make him go to the
American people and say:
"Remember when I said I
wouldn't ever raise ta7.es?
Read me lips - I lied." If the
country needs saving, let
George take the fall. It's either
that or reconciling yourselves
to never again having a liberal
in the White House.
In any case, an argument
could be made for the fact that
Mr. Bush has a clear mandate
from the American people to
run E'normous budget deficits.
Surely there was no indication
that they were unhappy in the
slightest with the huge deficits
run up by the Reagan administration. And Mr. Bush's
campaign promises t? lower
taxe!'l and raise defense
spending
a certain
prescription for even higher
deficits - brought no howls of
outrage from voters. There
you bave it. The American
people want a big deficit and
Congress should help
President Bush a'!hieve it. We
are a democracy, after all

Editorial Policies
Signed articles. including letters. viewpOinlS and oilier commentariee. reflect the
opinions of tollir authors only. Unsigned edHoriaIs r6Pl'esent a consensus of the
Daily EgyplilW1 Editorial Board. whose members are the student editor·in,clllef. the
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IF YOU INFER from the
foregoing that I am a trace
bitter about the recent election, you are right. ~ felt that
Mr. Bush ran a truly
reprehensible campaign and I
took it personally.
I didn't mind its overall
negativeness - I rather like
negative campaigns, saying
'bad things about an opponent
has a certain air of sincerity
about it - but several times it
reached bpyond that into
dangerous and destructive
demagogy. The fU"l'lt instance
was when the campaign used

~~!t ~rg:Jr:m~~
undergon... psychiatric
treatment earlier in his life.
The campaign denied that it
had anything to do with the
rumor but I discount that. You
don't get a vicious story amplified by the White House
without some mgenious
plotting.
In any case. what the
episode did was 'reinforce the
notion that there is a stigma
attached
to
seeking
profession:tl psychiatric help
in times of great stress, an
attitude that sets the cause of
mental health back 40 years.
And they used the office of the
presidency to do it. That was
low.
THB:N THERE wel"e the
Willie Horton ads, featuring.
pictures of the black man who
bad committed a rape while-on:
furlough from his prison term
for murder. The Bush people
said the ad had nothing to do·
with race but that's absurd. ..
You simply can't show a black·
thug lL...e that, night after· .
night, without exciting racial.
stereorypes, in this case the
black guy who wants to rape
your sister.
.
It was dirty, rotten,
segregationist campaigning unforgivable.
And now, all of a sudden,
Bush wants to be Mr. Nice
Guy.
.
Sorry Mr. President-elect.
With a courtship like yours,
who needs a honeymoon? Let's
get straight tel the fighting.

CABLE, from Page 1 - - - - Ir--------------------------l
LA ROMErS PIZlfi r.t~~ i
who often didn't show for
scheduled appointments.
Ov~rall, of the 889 subscribers surveyed, 101 were
"dissatisfied," 45 were "very
dissatisfied," and 254 were
"neither sa tisfied or
dissatisfied."
Forty-three subcribers were
"very satisfied" and 420 were
"satisfied" with the service.
"It all ooils down to a
significant number of subscri~rs are unhappy with the
current service. Ideally,
everyone should be satisfied,"
said David o\tkin, professor of
radio and television.
"I ~ouId say 90 percent of

Tel controls cable
franchises servicing
6.6 million Americans
with partial interests in
franchises that serve:'
an additional 3. 7
miliipn viewers.
subscrioers
have
no
problems, " said the TCI
employee who declined to be
named for fear of being fired.
Although admittedly "\llIderwhelmed" by public
support, Dr. Charles Klasek,
head of the commission and
associate vice president of

DEA~JS,

acaderrJc affairs, said that he
thinks that the topic is of interest to Carbondale residents,
particularuy students.

"People are at the mercy of
the marketplace. They
(Carbondale Cablevisionl
charge a lot for minimal
service and aren't willing to
make concessions," he said at
a recent cable commission
I'leeting.
Carbondale
Cablevision
provides cable television
services for the Carbondale
area. The company is a subsidiary
of
TeleCommunications, Inc_, the
country's largest cable
operator.
The Denver-based corporation controls nearly 20
percent of the cable
marketplace.
TCI controls cable franchises servicing 6.6 million
Americans with partial interests in franchises that serve
an additional 3.7 million
viewers.
Carbondale
Cabievision
offers a maximum of 35
channels within the city limits
of Carbondale. The base rate is
$16.54, with additional charges
for the premium channels:
HBO, Showtime, Cinemax and
The Disney Channel.
For this fee, the company
provides cable l;hannels anrl

from Page 11-----

letter he sent to his faculty he
said "In higher education
collective bargaining L'I a
process that tends to promise
more than it can deliver."
He said he sent the letter
"because as a dean I thought
they (faculty) should hear n.~'
perspective on colJedive
bargaining and unions."
Gutteridge said SIU has a
collegial process now, "I can
look at the individual. With a
union, I have to look at the
contrsct and treat him as a
unit."
"It is an adversarial
process," he said.
Gutteridge said his letter
points out two impacts unioll8
are supposed to have. A t:QJon
is supposed to have a positive
impact on salaries. However,
there is no positive correlation
that the existence of unions in
highb' education illcreases
salaries, Gutteridge said.
"Typically, unions exis_ in
community college systems
and at less elite colleges. Yoo
don't hear about collective
bargaining at the Universi.y of
Illinois. Most business school

"I can look at the
individual. With a
union, I have to look
at the contract and
treat him as a unit."
- Thomas Gutteridge
faculty believe in merit
compensation," he said.
The second impact he said
unions are supposed to have is
to "check on ;:rbitary,
capricious actions of the administration. "
Donald Beggs, dean of the
College of Education, also sent
a letter to his facult} opposing
collective barf,aining. In the
letter he said "We can work
betler under the current
coopera ti ve rela tionship. "
Another opposing view
comes from John Jackson,
dean of the r;ollege of Liberal
Arts. He said he sent a letter to
his faculty because he believes

it iii "important ;or a dean to
take a stance on the pluses and
minuses of an issue of this
magnitude"
He began his letter by saying

he is a political scientist and he

thinks labor unions are im-

~;~~r o~U~ot ~ l~~~~~~~

improve the University's
"external relations."
He said the two unions, lEA
and UP, didn't make any
difference when it came to the
proposed tax increase that
failed.
Also, the University has very
important
"internal
relations," Jackson said. He
said the Faculty Senate, the
Graduate Council and the
College of Liberal Arts Council
are important parts of the
"internal relations."
"The Faculty Senate makes
important policy recommendations and is listened to
by the administration,"
Jackson said.
On Nov. 9 Riclulrd Dutcher,
dean of the College of Science,
sent a letter to his faculty
saying he was not in favor of
collective bargaining.
He said he wrote the letter so
the faculty and administrative
staff would know his position.
Kenneth Peterson, dean of
Library Affairs, also sent a
letter on Nov. 9. "I did not
state my postition. I raised
questions concerning salary,
governance and managment
and whether collecti.e
bargaining would improve
those situations. I pointed oot
what gains we have made in
the past 10 years in salary."
The law and medical schools
were excluded from the
collective bargaining unit
during the unit determination
hearings, Peter C. Goplerud
III a;;sociate dean of the blw
school, said. The graduate
school is not treated as a individual unit because their
faculty is spread throughout
the University, and they will
be affected through their
various faculty.
Jackie Spinner, Nora Bentley
and Mark Barnett contriiJuted

to tills story.

the maintenance of the
necessa''Yequip.nent.
A c( mpany spokesperson
said C lrbondale Cablevision
employ; five technicians who
responc to service calls five
days ii week as well as
checking one-third of the city
for techr,ological problems a.nd
faulty wiling weekly.

While TCI acknowledges
that servi(~ interruptions and
disconnecti~'ns have occured,
the campa 1Y blames interference '>y the local
stations, ham .'nd CB radios,
"periods when the sun interferes" a~Q weather
problems rather Uta;, the cable
service.
However, TCI cont.. acts
another
corporati,,'1,
Telecrafter, to handle all locai
advertising and installations,
an area in which many have
aUeged the faulty service has
occured.
Installations are scheduled
fromBa.m. to 12 n.m. and 1 to5
p.m. Mondar thrOugh Friday.
"Installation is .;imply a
matter of scheduling. A
student might miss a
scheduled appointment
because of classes or other
things thal might crop up
during the day. Sometimes
their (suDscriber and installer) paths don't connect.
We (TCI) h~ve a vast system,"
the TCI employee said.
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Program
for grads
in works
By Diana Mlvelll
Stat'Writer
Newly
elected
presiden~ of the Black
Graduate
Student
Association, Vince
Jackson, said he wants to
confront the problems
black students are
having in the educational
environment.
"My main goal is to
increase tile number of
black graduate students
coming in and those
leaving with adequate
credentials to ge. good
employment and improve prospects for good
employment," he said.
The third-year law
student said he is trying
to develop a mentor
program for freshman
graduate students in
various depa:-tments
including the School of
Medicine and School of

TONIGHT

_MI(HELOB~

GH

Law.

"The grad students
would take the new
graduate students under
their wing and tell them
how to make their stay in
the program more
viable," Jackson said.

Dance Videos "~~~~E.~

Drawing. Dinner at Tom's Place
Free Champagne &. Lim') Service
c-,. JlfCJo.k: u- T_', PIoc<.J""" Hower Sbop,
GaDby', &. WIDB

'BILLIAIDS PAILOUR
Correcti:Y.1S
Classical Music Showcase
will be broadcast on WSIUFM. This informat;on was
incorrectly reported in
Monday's D.. ily Egyptian.

~f!l)~ ~ /}J~

Gatsby Rack Girls

Scott Barnes is a member of
the Intelligence Security
Association (ISA). He
recommended th:it the U.S.
send a vice president or a
secretc.i-Y of state to bargain
with Southeast Asia. No one
has been .;ent as of yet. This
information was incorrectly
stated in Monda~··s Daily
Egyptian.
.
Daily Egyptian, November 15. 1_. Paee5

Outdoor exercise in w'inter
should be done with caution
If people enjoy exercising
outdoors, there is no reason
they shGUld stop just because
of cold weather.
As the seasons chanf(e and
the temperatures begin to
drop, people begin to refer to
the chill factor, which is the
measure of how cold the
temperature feels to tte body
when the wind's effect on
temperature is considered.
For example, a runner

To Your Health

-When the tempei:ature is
above freezing, the outmost
layer should be waterproof
-When the temperatures
are low, it is important that the
outermost layer be windproof.
-Always wear something on
the head. A considerable
amount of the body's heat is
lost through the head.
-Mittens keep the bands
warmer than gloves.
tsat5~5531.
_People can cover their
noses and mouths if the air is To Your Health is produced in
with the Well ness
distressful. Contrary to conjunction
popular belief, breathing cold Center
air is not harmful to
pulmonary tissue.
-Plan running and cycling
routes, so that the least
amount of time possible is
spent moving directly into the
wind.
lheAcaMN
Preventative measures and

~~i~JO ~~hei:~~: 5 ~~~
equivalent of a 15 mph
heaawind. If till> 'ictual temperature was 30 degroos F, the
15 mph headwind wOll.ld create
a crull factor of 10 degrees F.
SldUggesthtions for exercising in
co wea er are numerous.
-It is best to wear several
layers of clothing, rather than
one bulky layer.
-The layer of clothing next
to the skin should consist of a
material that will allow for the
passage of heat and swea t.

Reward
$1,000.

Riverside
Methodist
Hospital is offering incentives
of $1,000 as 'finder's fees' to its
employees who help attract
nurses, technicians and other
bard-~find help.
In addition, the hospital will
pay a recruitrr..ent bonus of
$1,000 to each person who takes
a job.
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Young Gw. (II) 7:00 9:00
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NumberOnc in
~G
Profe••ional Comedy

JENTMONK
.lent Monk . . . fast rising ~Ic
from Iowa.
In.. 1985. II. won
SHOWTIME'S :1'\InnIHt Penon In
Iowa" contest one! - . t on to
0ppeGI' on "Sto', Search" In 1987.
NlcknorMCl, "One Wild Cat,· hi'
hu....... toudws on ~ng. from
retired grocI. adIooI teachers, to •
"SoMoi SIlence" blk.......nlon.

A.r.oA."JNfIring: leo" Henry
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8am-4:30pm

Ballroom C, Studeitt Center

417-6100
CIaro's HeorI [PG-13) 4;45
7:109;30
Child's Play (R) 5:30 7:30
9:30
U2 Rattie & Hum (PG'13)
~:~5 7:00 9: 15
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Wednesday , November 16th

Iron Eagle 2 (PG) 5:15
7:159:15
They Live (II) 5:307:30
9:30

~
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~ .\'VLU.lI
MO$S from the Old Train

SID Press
Annual Book Sale
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Nurses with a good bedside
manner and who demonstrate
advanced skills and knowledge
will be eligible for special
monetary bonuses.
The finder's fees and
bonuses apply to the first 100
people hired for the bard-~fill
POSitiOns.

417-.6••
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l......

AU.,. TIaer, New 8a1anee, Avia. Sauc:ony,
Bronk:. Lotto, Pony &. More

•
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EDdre InVeDroty Men', &. Ladles' Runnlna.
Aerobic:. Bukelball. Termla, Walkini. Softball &. More by
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPIl Wanted: Nursf:S. Reward:

common sense are the best
ways to reduce the risk of cold
exposure injuries.
Cold injuries most often seen
resulting from activity outdoors indude frostnip.
frostbite (superficial or deep) ,
and chilblains. When cold
exposure injury occurs, it is
best to seek medical attention.
For details concerning this
subject of any exercise or
fitness related questions,
please contar.t the SpOtts
Medicine Office for Intramural+Recreational Spor-
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Books on everything
from archaeology to
zoology. Register
to win a fREE set
of Shawnee Books.
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BALLROOM BOOK SALE
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Sponsored by WEBQ 99.9 FM
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Adapted by
Thomas M. Sharkey

Now. relive the wonderful moment> and emotion, of this world.
Wide tilm da"lt on 'l~g.. in a new family musical. A live pit
or<'h",tra and spirited ensemble slnlling enhance th .. Chri"m.,
merriment in thi.., heartwarming comedy and drama. Join tlw }pIfI'

'
11

and ord.. , advance ",a" tor the enti,e f'lnll'yf
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Shryo~kA u d't
.
~ OrlUm

Celebnty Senes
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Vi;a/M ...... ,CdfJ.,.,'p"
ed. phone 4S3-337H
or fome to the bolt.
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l SIUC/IEA-NEA
Illinois Education Associ.ltion NEA

805A South University

Carbondale, Illinois 62901

6181457-2141

REFLECTIONS ON THE FUTURE
SIUC· 'HI PAST
• ARING OF 104
• CENSORSHIP BY AAUP AND CONSEQUENT DENIAL OF PHI BETA
KAPPA CHAPTER
• INORDINATE EXPENDITURES ON REMODELING/REDECORATION
OF STONE HOUSE
• THE 2% PLAN
• THE CRIPPLING OF NUMEROUS ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
THROUGH INADEQUATE FUNDING
• GRADUAL DISSOLUTION OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
• LOSS OF MANY EDUCATIONAL ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMS,
SUCH AS THE WOODWIND QUINTET
• LOSS OF GENUINE FACULTY AUTHORITY IN DECISION MAKING.
"INADEQUATE MERIT AND REWARD SYSTEM
• DRY PROMOTIONS
" WOEFULLY INADEQUATE FRINGE BENEATS - AMONG THE
LOWEST IN THE NATION (12.6% AT SIUC COMPARED TO
19.5-30.7% AT MOST BARGAINING INSTITUTIONS)
• POOR RECORD OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND PROMOTION OF
WOMEN FACULTV
• DEMORALIZATION OF FACULTY AND STAFF

SIUC· THI PRaINT
" ABSENCE OF A COHERENT AND SUBSTANTIAL MISSION STATEMENT
• EXPANSION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE BURt:AUCRACY
• CENTRALIZATION OF DECISION MAKING
• UNREASONABLE ADMINISTRATIVE SALAR[ES AND PERKS
• $322,000 TO SEYFARTH & SHAW
• INEFFECTIVENESS OF CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION [N SECURING
ADEQUATEFUNDINGFORTHEUN~SITY

INADEQUATE GR[EVANCE PROCEDURES RESULTlNG IN
FREQUENT DENIALS OF DUE PROCESS
• CH[LLING ATMOSPHERE FOR WOMEN FACULTY CAUSING MANY
TO LEAVE
• UNSATISFACTORY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND SEXUAL
HARASSMENT POUCIES
• DECIMATION OF THE MORRIS UERARY COLLECTION
• INADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR FACULTY RESEARCH
• WOEFULLY INADEQUATE SALARIES FOR FACULTY AND APS
(SIUC RANKS 149 OUT OF 172 CATEGORY I RESEARCH
UNIVERSmES)

SIUC IIA/NIA
• SIUC lEA/NEA HAS EXISTED ON THIS CAMPUS FOR THE PAST
FOUR YEARS
• IT IS A CHARTERED AfFIUATE OF lEA/NEA WITH A
CONSTITUTION AND ELECTED OFACERS AND EXECUTIVE BOARD
• IT HAS WIDESPREAD SUPPORTERS FROM FACULTY [N EVERY
COLLEGE ACROSS THE CAMPUS
• HAS RUN A CAMPAIGN BASED EXCLUSIVELY ON ISSUES
RAISED BY THE FACULTY AND CAREFULLY RESEARCHED DATA
• HAS RUN A POSmvE CAMPAIGN AIMED AT PERSUADING OUR
COLLEAGUES OF THE NEED FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
• SIUC IEA/NEA IS PROUD TO BE PART OF THE PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATION THAT [S OVER 130 YEARS OLD AND REPRESENTS
MORE THAN 77,600 H[GHER EDUCATION FACULTY MEMBERS
IN THE U.S.
• WE ARE ALSO PROUD OF THE RESOURCES AND SUPPORT THAT
HAVE BEEN PROVIDED TO US BY lEA/NEA, AND OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION SPECIAUSTS WHO HAVE BEEN ASS[GNED TO WORK
WITH US. (COLLECTNELY THEY REPRESENT 89.5 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION.)
• SIUC IEA/NEA STANDS FOR DIGNITY, RESPECT,
,L-__________________________________
ACCOUNT ABILlT'l , COMMUNITY, AND EY.CEli.ENCE.

\

~
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A oum POI lXaUINCI
At SIUC, Mission Statements have come and gone, been f1[ed and fo:gotten. For
faculty, one goal, one quest has remained dear - a striving for excellence has been at
the heart o! ollr efforts In teaching, research, and service; personal excellence and
institutional excellence. We believe In SIUC. We have invested our energy, our
creativity, and our hearts in attempting to make this a better Universlty.!n the face of
dedinlng resources lack of direction, and confusion over our institutional mission we
have Individually Persevered; and In our own fields, many of us have achieved
Individual success. It Is now time for '.15 to unite and accomplish collectively what we
have individually been unable to achieve-the actual1zatlon of the potential for
excellence that lies latent within SIUC as an Institution. Collective bargaining with
SIUC-IF-A/NEA can help us realize this goal.
Institutional eltcellence through Increased funding, fun faculty participation, and
contractual accountability can be ach1wed at SIUC. CoUective bargaining Is a
mf'an5, a tool to further that goal. The most compelling Issue at stake on November
10th Is whether or not we, as faculty, will have a real voice In the shaping of SIUC's
mission In the future.
Join us In our quest for excellence. Vote SIUC-lEA/NEA tomorrow.

I

Since 1968 fac:ulty at over 40% of all public: inetitudoDl of higher
educ:ation have voted in favor of c:ollective barpininl_ Not one pubUc
c:ollege or univenlty hat ever voted to abandon c:ollective barpining.

I

VOTE IEA/NEA NOVEMBER 16
Gary Kolb. President

Dennis Anderson

David Stevens. Vice President

BJry Malik, Sec-etary-Treasurer

Executive Board Members
Gretel Chapman
Deborah Greathouo;e
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Volunteer
workshop
scheduled

TO'TALLY
T'JESDAY
AT THE
OASIS LOUNGE

By Nora Bentley

WITH

Staff Writer

A volunteer conference to be
held Nov. 17 at Giant City
Lodge will provide a chance
for ideas on ....olunteerism to be
exchanged, Betty Neely,
president of Southern Illinois
Volunteers. said,
This is the first volunteers
cooference to be held in this
area, Neely said. "It will be a
day of exchanging ideas with
the organizations that will
attend."
Tbe conference, titled
"Springboard to Voluntf>erism," will include lectures
on volunteering, recruiting
and motivation volunteers,
developing a volunteer center,
recognizing and rewarding
volunteers and solving
problems with volunteers,
Neely said.
Presentations will be given
by Jeanne Bradner, director of
the Governor's Office of
Voluntary Action, and by
Naomi Fowler, state director
of Elderbostel, Neely said.
SQme organizations that will
attend the conference are the
American Association of
Retired Persons, American
cancer Association, SIU-C,
John A. Logan ('"ollege, Rend
Lake College and the Retired
Seniors for Volunteer
Programs.
Other
organizations also will be
represented, Neely said.
Registration begins at 8:30
a.m. and. the conference is
schGduled to last until 3 p.m.,
Neely said. Registration is $5.
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Carry-oLits Available-Kitchen Open 11am-11pm
Mon-Sat. 11-4am - Sun. 12-4pm
Old Rt. 13 West of Carbondale 529-9133

IIF.BRiiii.iliRIiiiiii
UP-THE

PROFESSIONAL
UNION

'l'he lEA recently circulated a pamphlet entitled "Where Does the Money
Go? " We are alarmed, not at the lEA's justifiable concern abcut faulty administrative priorities, but at what can only be construed as inept and ambiguous analysis with, it seems, gross inaccuracies in data,
For example, in comparing their figures with those in a similar report
contained in the SIU Financial Self-Study for the North C~ntral Association of
Colleges and Schools, we founc~ discrepancies of a magnitude to call into
serious doubt the lEA document The following shows the lEA figures (in
millions) followed by the Self-Study figures in parentheses:

Category

FYI986

Institutional Support
Instruction
Academic Support
Research
Student Services

to (29)
112(86)
25 (19)
18 (21)
20(23)

FYlIl87

28 (20)

19 (21)
20(22)

There is no ~int in going into detail to criticize this report when it is impossible to verify how the report came up with its data and conclusions. If the
administration is misspending its funds, a responsible union would address it
in a report that can stand up u. . lder professional scrutiny.
We firmly believe that collective bar~ining will force the administration to
be more accountable. On that we have no disagreement with the lEA, But you
can be sur-: that the University Professionals will analyze the budget
professionally and com~tently. And i~ will be done by people who have an
rntimate knowledge of thIS campus and Its budget.
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To show our appreciation for your
patronage during tht: past year, Arby's is
rolling back the prices on America's
favorite, original roast beef sandwich
during our First Anniversary Celebration,
November 14-20.

43 (24)

118(91)
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NO LIMIT
NO COUPONS NEEDED
So Come & Enjoy!
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Official sues firm
over contest ads
By Mark Barne"
Staff Writer

assistant at the Carbondale
office, said.
Letters believed to originate
fron. Watson & Hughey do not
bear the company's name,. but
will have either the Amencan
Heart Disease Foundation,
Cancer Fund of America,
Center for Alternative C~ncer
Research, The Walker {;sncer
Research Institute, Pacific
West Cancer Fund or the
National Animal Protection
Fund on the letter. Curry said
the Attorney General's Office
is investigating whether these
charitable organizations are
legitimate.
Letters originating fro~ ~e
C'lIIlpany will be recogruzatlJe
by a "cash disbursement box,"
Hartigans"id.

Stemming from complaints
by Illinois residents, Attorney
General Neil Hartigan fileG a
(;onsumer fraud suit Monday
against a company advertising
a sweepstakes.
According to a spokesperson
at the Attorney General's
Office, the suit accuses Watson
& Hughey Company. of
Alexandria, Va., of: usmg
"deceptive sw~p.stak~ advertismg to solicit chari~b!e
contributions from Illmols
consumers."
Fifty-three comJ,llaints have
come in from Chicago, RIlCk
Is~d and Springfield, David
CuITy. :spokesman for the
attorney general, said. Three
complaints came in to the
"The letter indicates that if
office in· March and further
name appears in the
complaints have been received your
'cash
disbursement
you
since Oct, 17, he said.
.are guaranteed to receive a
"More· than 50 complaints prize check and you ha.ve a
have come in within the past
chance to wm an
two we.:ks and the number is one-in-three
additional $1,000," Hartigan
growing by the day," Curry said. "To qualify, you're insaid. "Peollie are askj}g, 'Is structed to return the 'official
this· legitimate? Can you cash claim voucher' with a $7
recommend we do this'?' And charitable donation or a voided
we can't."
Locally, however, noonf' has biankcheck."
According to Hartigan, the
reported receiving the le'·~.
"There have been no formal small print in the letter says
complaints filed at the Car- that total prize money equals
bor.iJale regional office of the $5 000. The print is "so small
Attorney General," Mike y~u can hardly read it," lie
Bastien, administrative said.
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To the voters of

Southern Illinois

Thank You
For Your

Support!
.. Judge Phillip J. Rarick
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John A. Logan Coilege
will ho;:;t its annual
student Art Show in the
Humanities Center
Gallery through Nov. 21.
The show will highlight
the work of individuals
presently enrolled in the
college art program and
feature a wide variety of
artistic media, including
oils, charcoal, pen and
ink, br.JSh and ink, cut
paper, watercolors,
past~h., conti crayon and
distemper.
In addition, the art
photographs of Southern
Illinois photographer
Richard Lawson will be
on display in the Upper
Hallway Gallery until
Nov. 21.
College art galleries
c.re open from 8 a.m. to 5
;l.m. Monday through
l"ridllY·

PONDEROSNS

(jrandBuffe~'
ALL" YOU • CAN • EAT

MAKES YOUR ENTREE
'f~,j -41 GRANDER!
hlOIA(1

~;{r;fp\ NEW!

F AN OFFER THAT

MAKES THE VALUE

EVEN GRANDER!

A f3buk~us spread of over 80 delicious items
to keep the whole family busy ... h:fore, during anJ after
your favorite Ponderosa entrees. Hot appetizers, soups, salads,
snacks, salad fix in's and Jesserts.
All included in the price of your entree.
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2 Herrin residents Hunters'
dead after accident festival
storm.
No cause of the accident has
been determined, police said.
Mosel noted the curve had no

By Mark Sarnett
Staff Writer

Two Herrin residents died
from injuries they received in
a two vehicle accident on Giant
City Road at 9:~5 p.m.
Saturday.
Kurtis L. Bush, 25, of Herrin
was pronounced dead at the
scene by Jackson Count::
Coroner Don Ragsdale and
Susan McVicker, 46, of Herrin
died at Memorial Hospital in
Carbondale at 1:40 p.m.
Sunday. Jackson County
Sheriff'.s Department officials
said. McVicker received
multiple injuries in the ac·
cident. including massive bead
injuries, Ragsdale said.
Five people were involved in
the two ...ahlcle accident that
occurred north of Pleasant Hill
Road, poliee said.
"The investigation indicates
the Busa vehicle skidded into
the northbound lane where it
was struck by the McVicker
vehicle,"
Brent Mosel,
Jackson County Sheriff's
deputy, said. Mosel said the
accident occurred on a gradual
curve in the road, but the
pavement was wet after a rain

~~~:~~~~~'s ~~tt~b"do~ur!~:

It's a gradual C"JI"ve. We
haven't bad a lot of accidents
at the curve," he said. Mosel
also said the area was not
lighted.
Bush's vehicle was hit by a
car driven by Jerry McViclter,
46, of Watseka, police said.
Passengers in the car were
McVicker's wife, Alberta
McVicker, 45, of Watseka;
James L. McVicker, 46, of
Herrin and his wife, Susan.
Jerry McVicker was flown to
Barnes Hospital, St. Loois,
Mo., police said. A hospital
spokesperson said McVicker
received cuts to the left hand
and facial fractures, and he is
in satisfactory condition.
Alberta McVicker was
treated and rele.'\Sed from
Memorial Hospital and James
McVicker is m ~e intensive
care unit in guarded condition,
a hOl>pital spokesperson said.
A graveside servit-e will be
at 11 a.m. today at Hillcrest
Cemetery in Carterville.

.

plal1ned
The second annual
Union Couni..y Hunt
Festival, which will be
held from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. Nov. 18 and 19 at the
Anna City Park, will
feature all types of
demonstrations and
shows for the Southern
Illinois hunter.
Events include a black
powder demonstration by
a Civil War era
paramilitary group, an
"old-fashioned bog kill,"
and a gun show.
Wood carving and
blacksmithing demonstrations will be held, as
well as shows by the
M&M Exotic Animals of
Metropoiis and the
Soutllern Illinois Hunting
F.etrievf..:O Club.
The SnJ-e Forestry
Club will give clemonstrations on log rolling,
bolt throwing, speed
chopping and speed
sawIng.

-Hoving trouble deciding if your emergency
is an emergency?
-Need medical or self-care advice?

Why do ladies
under 25 love
dating guys
over 45?

SIU&I\Jll1¥ion
DIRECTOR/£XfCUTIVE DIRECTO_

lot
OfFICE OF ALUMNI SERVICES/SIU ALUMNI ASSOCIA nON
SOUTHERN ILUNOIS UNIVERSITY .tCARBONDALE

The Office of President and the Board of Directors of the SIU Alumni
Association is seekinl a Qualified applicant to serve as Director/Executive
Director 01 the Offi~e of Alumni Services/SIU Alumni Association.
RESPONSIBILITIES: To plan. direct. administer. and evaluate the
\)n\ven\tY' PfOatarn t« servina a~umn\. tonnet students. and friends, of
Southem Illinois University at Carbondale.
QUAUflCA TlONS: A M.sters Deg'_ "nd lou, ye"rs 01 progressively

Send Replies to:
P.O. Box 483
Dundee Il. 60118

responsible elperience in college/university ,ildministr.lti ~e work .IndJor
Bachlf;·lon Dqree lind 10 years of progressivel." responsible experience in

The Police Radar Game:

college1university adminisltation ~nrl'or other e.ter,..~Jy ~riented progr.lm5_
POSITION AVAILABLE: J.nuary. 1;189 SALARY: Comn",nsurate with
experience .nd qualification. Pre-feren·-::e given to slue .. Iumni.

HE~re's

For full consideration. an application. a profl!5sional data sheet and three
letters of re~erence should be received by December 2. 19118. Send materials
to:
E~ecutive Director Search Commitv!e
SIU Alumni Association
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale. Illinois 62901 ...20

how to play.

When you're out there on the highway, you.... II1der Smokay's jurisdiction. B6 assured he will
be watching you - and taking radar. But HYl')u know how to play his game, you §!l win.

SIU IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACnON/lQUAL OPPORTUHITY EMPLOYER

KNOWLEDGE AS
YOUR BEST
DEFENSE

RADAR CAN BE
WRONG TOO

YOJ'U see over ten
"How to win the Police
ways that radar can
Radar Game" can help
produce erroneous
you on the highway hi'
readings. The latest
showing you, complete
technulcg!es, including
with pictures, diaradar jammers and
grilm~, and easy to
CHIPs detectors, will
understand language,
also be discussed.
exactly how III police
radar works: StationI!.©W' ©©~l~@~
ary radar, moving ra1i'@WIM [iilOOD©~i
dar, the deadly "in
stant on" radar -- and
SAVE $7 OFF regular
Smokey's ne'lt' baby,
price of $i5 by orderKA Band photo radar. ~====== _ _ _=====fI ing now. Over 40 info
But in addition to that,
MORE THAN ONE ANSWER
and picture packed
it gives other valuable
pages! If you're really
information you need
Relying solely on your radar detector
serious about avoiding
to really improve your
to avoid tickets is by far nllt your
radar, then this manuchances at Smokey's
only option. It is one tool out of many
aI is ~ for you.
game -- anywhere.
shown in this manual aimed at helpSend $8 (postage &
You've got to know
ing you 10W6; your r;;;k considerably.
tax included!) to:
that he's out there doYou'll learn the technique of "aggresing his best to catch
slve driving" -- not simply driving
New Age Publications
you at your worst -fast. You'll see some of Smokey's
P.O. Box 3361
so you may as well be
favorite types of radar equipment,
CerbondaIe,IL 62902
as informed as possias well as his least known speed
AlOIti!rs~il721Ys
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Briefs

.-QJ

INTERVIEW
SKILLS
workshop will be at 3 today ?t
Quigley lOll-B.

~..-~

FIf\;ANCIAL MANAGEMEN'I' Association will meet at 5
tonight in Lawson 101.

CI)~

(I)~

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
Club will meet at 7 tonight in
Student Center Activity Room
A.

-U

~

CARBONDALE
COMMUNiTY High School will
have an Open HOUS(l at 7
tonight at East Campus.

COBASC WILL sponsor a
seminar on Ethics at 3:SO
today in Rehn Hall, Room 108.

MEGA'-LIFE CIIR:STIAN
Fellowship will meet .. t 7
tonight 'in the Baptist Student
Center Auditorium.
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN Fellowship is hosting a
non-denominational
bible
study at 7;31; tonight m the
S!:l.!tient Center Saline Room.
AERHO WILL meet at 7
tonight in Communications,
Room 1018
BLACK
GRADUATE
student Association will meet
at 6 tonight in the Student
Center Troy and Corinth
Rooms.
FELLOWSHIP IlF Christian
Students ThankslJiving
Reflection will be at 7;30
tonight at tne Newman Center,
715 S. Washington.
MODEL UNITED Nations
will meE:t at 7 tonight in
Stude.at Center Activity Room
C.

WOMEN'S SERVICES Reentry Program will discuss
stress management at a
B.own Ba.g Luncheon at noon
today in itoom 14 at the School
of Technical Careers.
DELTA HEALTH Club will
offer a PADI ( Professional
Association of Diving Instructors) open water scuba
diving course Nov. 15 through
22. For details, call 997-3377 .
EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICA TIONS seminar will
be held at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Mississippi
Room. For details, call 4535714.
"THE THREE Gorgeous
Gorges of China" , by Bill
Caracy of B and A Travel, will
be at 2 today at the Carbonaale
Public Library.
'i1IE AMERICAN College of
Health Care Executives will
[1';.eet at 5 tonight in ·he Student
Center Sangamon Room.

BRIEFS POLICY The
deadJine for Campus Briefs is
noon two days before
pUblication. The briefs must be
typewritten, and must include
time, date, place and sponsor
of the event and the name and
telephone number of the
person submitting the item.
Items should be delh ered or
mailed to the Daily Egyptian
new"l'oom. Communications
Building, Room 1247. A brief
will be pl'b1ished once and only
as
space
allows.
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Services Offered
Wonted
Lost
Entertainment
Anncuncements
Auction & Sales
Yard Sale Promotion
Antiques
Business
Opportunities
Free
Rides Needed
Riders Needed
Reol';slote
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thon on~ day's incorrect in5-ertion. Advertisers are
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Em?loyment Wonted

responSIble for checking their advertisements for
errors. Errors not the fault of the advertiser which
lessen the value of the advertisement WIll be
adjusted. If your ad appears incorrectly. o~ if yo ...
wish to cancel yo ... r ad. call 536·3311 before 12:00
noon for cancellation in the next day's issue.
Any ad which is cancelled before expiration will
be charged a 52.00 service fee. Any ref ... nd under
~2.00 will be forfeited.
No ads will be mis·clasSlfied.
Cla .. ified advertising musl be paid in advance

~8

~

Ports and Services
Motorcycles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Miscellaneous
Electronics
Pets and Supplies
Bicycles
Camera
Sporting Goods
Recreational
Vehicles
Furniture
Musical
Books

Call

1986 HOHOA SPlEE 2.9ux mil•••
DIad, nl~ condlllon, $350. Col! 457·
61:n.
II·;,...
0%1A<63

All Classified Adver:ising must be processed
before 1200 noon to appear in next days publicatfan.
Anything processed alter 12:00 nocon will go in the
following day's publication .
The Daily Egyptian cannot be respons.t>le lor more
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Help Wonted

Apartments
Houses
Mobile Homes
Rooms
Roommates
Duplexes
Wanted to Rent
Business Property
Mobile Home Lot"

-C

INTERNATIONAL AGRI·
CULTURE
Student
Association will meet at 4:30
today in the Agriculture
Building, Room 209.

~ nnme or pho.,. on onl'lN'r'f"lng
I«Vlc..
anyfl'.... 5:n·30n

Motorcycle.

A.uto

For Rent

•

BIRTH PARENTS Support
Group for parents who have
given up children for adoption
will meet at 5 tonight at the
Wesley Foundation, 816 S.
Illinois Ave.

KING SIZE WATER.EO S30C or -tI

Classlfl9d Directory
For-Sal.

"t~. ~.. '6
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-Central Air (all electric)
-Washer & Dryer
-Microwave
-Dishwasher

W.'v. Got It All and You Should Tool
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Deadline: Today at 2:00pm

~I

Say It
From
The
Heart

It

Ina
Smile Ad.
$6.00 for the
first inch
$1.00 for
each
additional
inch
Artwork '1.00
Photo '5.00
Deadline:
2:00p.m.
2 days prior
to publication
For more
Info call
536·3311
From the
men of
TIAVEL FII~E S,.II'NG Ir_~'
"-nil... and Sotorff... InYlled.
""" In""',_ about being a
Camput 7rove1 hp. call 100426-

9roo. AokfarS_arJaMt.

II·' ................... 0974J65
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I1KA
we would
like to

Congratulate
the men
of

~x
on their
accomplishment
of the

President's
Cup
Great work
Guys

Happy

"ew LaIlUry
Townhouses

Birthday

Highest Quality

Rachel

500 Block W. Colleg_

Hunsaker

(all:

52'·1082
Imperial
Apartments

Congratulations

I{unnmg tor
Spring Semester
1 Bedrooms &
Efficiencies
Clean, QUiet
laundry Farilities
Water, Trash and
<;ewer

"don't,
give up"
only one
more year
togo!

aennle Opcharch

•

Julie Danbar

It'sa Boy!

549-6610
By Appt. Only
GOLD. SILVEII. IJIIOKEN ~/ry.
('O'tlJ •• ,.,Ung. boseboll cord•• dOli
r'ngs . • fc_ J and J Coin •• '21 S.
illinois. 451-613r.

Two & Thre~
Bedroom
504 S. Ash 2
515S. Logan
4081;2 E. Hester
tiOO W. College 2
209 W. Ct:erry
506 S. Dixon
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I

I

I

I

7100A149

II·JO.aa

0622F67

PREGNANT?
CaU BIRTHRIGHT
Fr. . Pr.gnancy T•• ting
Confidential Anistonc..

529-1082

549-2794
0980("62
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couple
adopl Inlont.
Financially .Kc..r.; lots of Iov. to
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215W.Maln

The Gang
atMHC

Love,
Your
Chicago
Buddies,
Muffy&
Tammy

Comics
Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
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MOOSE
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ROUG~-~;;;'LEby Stephen Cox

Mister Boffo

I. LiviD' At
theRlbl
Apply for Your Spring

Contract Now
eSolar Heated Pool
- Directly East of Schneider
-Basketball Court

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

-Laundry Facilities
-Cpble 1V & HBO
-Ceiling Fan in Each Room
-IndividuaI:y controlled
AC & Heat

Mother Goose & Grimm
,
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JENKINS, from Page 1 6 - - peaked during the 1987 season
when as a ~eilior on the road at
Western Kentucky, she sank
the winning basket to propel
L1e ~aluki women to an upset
of then 11th-ranked Western
Kentucky &H3.
Jenkins, a standout point
guard during her years at the
University, said however that
her most memorable moment
came when the Salukis beat
Drake to clinch the Gateway
title in front of a packed
Davies Gym.
"We got over the hump that
day," Jenkins said. "Not only
by winning the title, but we
moved to the Arena the
following season.

co;';~attec:o~~la~~I\\ ~o~~

Puzzle answers

the program is on the move
and it should help increase
interest."
Jenkins left her mark on the
school record books by
finishing No. 2 on the all-time
assist list with 360, and NO.9 on
the all-time list in steals with
103.

Jenkins, who is pursuing a
master's degree in sports
management, said she tries to
relate to players the success
she has had in academics and
athletics.
"Time budgeting is
something I have always been
good at I guess," Jenkins said.
"I also like to set priorities and
goals. Once one is complete,
then I goon to another."
And like Scott, Jenkins 5aid
she also despises those who
don't work up to their
capabilities, whether on or off
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the court.
"I never !lad a lot oi natural
talent," Jenkins said. "I hate
to see players with a lot of
talent not work hard enough."
Jenkins said that appreciating the game of
basketball has never been a
problem for hf':r. She said she
loves the game and is very
happy with the progress
women's basketball has made
at SIU-C under Scott.
"Yes I would like to coach
someday," Jenkins said.
"Either at the high school level
or in a Division III college
basketball program. I don't
think I'd good enough to coach
at at a Division I school."
Coach Scott vehemently
disagreed.
"I think she is and will be
very capable of coaching at
this level," Scott said.

-fit:~
ON THE STRIP

V E

Plate Lunch
11:00am-2:00pm

ITTTTlI LIT'S DO LUNCH

UnotMtVedin lOman. natlunchbifrn:

Spaghetti
Thunder Salad

---)

& Garlic Bread

ew expanded lunch menu.

I

'

>-----~-I

$3_85

-AI! your favo~te sandwiches, -8 great salads

_ Homemade soups

1/4 lb. Hot Dog
fries & Regular P~ps-=-·I..-~-

1-6----~

-Seafood, steaks, Italian &
cajun specials

JACKET

51.!)'

-Cleaning
-Alteration
-Custom Leather -Rppair
Work

Carbondale Shoe
Repair

·4;lnd~ ';:.
S. Walhina\on

S~nOKeout on Thursday.
17 I}': ,ons of smc"er~ across the country
break anc try rot to smoke for 24 hours
How a::lout you? Or. if you dOIl't smoke. adopt a
Slllo".er ;or the day and promise to heip that friend
get tr;ough the day Without a c'garette '
Pick up adoption pap.r. at the Stud.nt H_lth A.....ment
C.nt.r (SHAC) In the Student C.nter.

JC!,' ".,. ·:;-e;,t A,ner'Cdn

TWO DAYS ONLY!

1',L!ie'l'h,,,

,/,". ~clKe

Opensa~oday
3:30 & 7:30 PM

;j

*SHOWTIMES*
T~

.f... ~.

{J~",

J

]OP~1

0 ;';.~:~~:_ ~:i~~\~~;,::,~enl

h'17llm''-IolTlII''lh';'y.'"j(:.it''dolt,,,,ri..t.l.J

t.. 7 31111~1

tSA\'E 51.00 (hi Md, ('nder 12'
.\1.1. SEATS HESElln;n

(d/>t

.

BY PHONE: (618) 453-5341

,. Jol'~l

\\n1 \1.\ 16

fturlundr,l/l'.

~K-\(~... (U.lm.-.hurw. ~1·.":-'T REll)"'I~l'tI

KFVS-TV 12 I JIM PEARL
FAMILY MATINEE
11I00J!hl

Iu:unws

(,I1'o.17LblU. ItdJo.lh..'11. H'I'1'UU. Rtl:( .KD Ii"'V
(driudJA.'J. st-.-\ft'o' ((~-" (;l1il17J.tJlJ~. k \1'1.1-1.11
Krl'()J-.:IJSt.'JJnullJ. JIM l;~n.I:\~ flbJu.1lhJ

.• . "-...... ~.

iJJ,.jftij J1IJ 1M

Adoption papers ova liable at SHAC.
first floor, Sauth end of the Student
Center, BAM-4:30PM.
Certificates will be awarded to
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THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

$'~~~-:t::s/. ~ulHers and their

TO GET YOUR TICKETS
IN PERS6•.: Sil' AUf:\.~ I\( IX OFFln:.
~Tl m.\ I lE\ n:u TICKET OH·IU. illS<.

3:30PM

ALL TICKETS 52.iiU OFF!

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
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l
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(If ~:\STUi

i" \kU

f!ol'71i(.'.fwt!ll· .....,I"nph.WJo·mUI.'nl

Information: (618) 453-5341
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Wichita State favored to repeat as Valley champ
By David Gallianettl
Staff Writer
·
t
th ...'Jlgges
It
Id
criticwou
of theseem
1988-89e Wichita
State Shockerl; is their own
head coach. Everyone else is
convinced.
"On paper, I understand
why people went with Wichita
State - I vote for us too on
paper." third-yecu coach
Eddie Fogler said. "On paper
we are the favorite, I know
t.hat. But on paper doesn't win
il."
What the Shockers do have
on paper and consequently on
the court, are the services of
four returning starters from a
team that appeared in th~
NCAA tournament for the
second straight season.
Preseason Missouri Valley
Conference Player of the Year
Sasha Radunovich will lead
the way with help from twin
forwards Dwight and Dwayne
Praylow and guard Joe
Griffen.
"That is the main thing
about this season is we can

Eddie Fogler

"On paper we are the
favorite, I know that.
But on paper do"'sn 'f
v
win it.
II

-Edaie Fogler

picture," Fogler said. "Then
he i'l first team all-MVC and
leads the league in rebounding.
Wht)'s the next Sam Roark?
.'There's pressure in intercollegiate athletic,>
regardless of where you are
pickedIf' .The hPressure I put on
myse 18 to ave to team play
lI~,tHi~~~~:lbest team in
the league we'll finish first,
and if not, we'll finish where

keep going," Radunovich said
in reference to last year's 20-10
record. "Everyone is talking h:v~I~~~e~ F~~er b:~~' '!~
about pressure, but I don't played in a lot Ot II g
.
really feel that much on me or th NCAA la t UG ad~~~
on the team."
e
s year, an
Radunovich, a 6-foot-l0 experiencehastohelpus."
senior, averaged 14.1 points
Fogler said the experience of
and 7.2 rebounds per contest playing in the NCAA tourlast season in helping the nament for the past two
Shockers to a second place seasons is invaluable.
finish in the Vailey behind
"Even in a loss, you can't
Bradley.
replace the experience of
Fogler said the nucleus is participating in the NCAA
there to have a good season, tournament. Five of our
but the victories are by no returning players have played
means definite.
in the tournament, and I know
"Drake (beat the Shockers they've been disappointed by
once) last year, and Sam the results. It's something that
Roark didn't figure in the can only make them better. "
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Duke favored by

Sp()rts Briefs'

UPI coaches' poll

Aussies reunited at game
1

The Sunday exhibition between the men's basketball team and
'.' the Victoria All-Stars produced an unexpected reunion for an
~_ :JIU-C student and a member of the visiting team.
Penny Walsh, an exchange student from Australia studying
. journalism, said seeing her first cousin Peter Walsh, a center for
the Victoria All-Siars, was a big surprise.
Penny Walsh had gone to the game, won by the Salukis 7~,
not knowing her cousin would be there, she said.
"I went down to speak with him at halftime," Walsh said. "It
was really incredible. 1'" said: 'Well, hi cuz,' and we talked
about home. He said h"s met a lot of Australians during the
team's tour."

1

Gateway volleyball pairings

announ~ed

The pairings for the Gateway Conference women's volleyball
tournament championship were announced Monday.

s~~~=~~~J ~=h!I'k~~l ~~d:~lisa~~'ie20CaO:

pus. The Salukis. who qualified as the iourth seed for the third
straight season, plays top-seeded Illinois ~tate at 7:30 p.m.
Friday.

Faculty Appreciation Week continues
Faculty-staff Appreciation Week continues until Sunday at the
Recreation C;)nter. Members of the SIU-C faculty and staff can
use the facility without charge. For more information, contact
536-5531.

NEW YORK (uPII - Duke,
which has approached college
basketball's summit two of the
last three years, M,)Dday
became the No. 1 preseason
choice of United Press In·
ternational's Board of
Coaches.
Duke, a Final Four participant in 1986 and '88,
cuilected half the 42 first-place
votes and 545 of a possible 630
points for a comfortable
margin over runner-up
Michigan.

r;::===~.:.:M ~==H===:::;;"I

Come see the
sequel to the Silent Scream
uEclipse of Reason"

Clinical Psychologist
Pharmacist
Physical Therapist
Veterinarian

The Air Force con moke
you on attractive offer - outstar."';;ng compensation plus
opportunities for professional
development. You can have G
challenging practice and time
to spend with your family while
you selVe your countly Find out
what the Air Force offers. Call
CAPT EARL THOMPSON
314-434-9555 COLLECT

811

icce~~~

~::\\t>~

Deep PaD Pizza
FREB DELIVBRY
1149-8178

t,,~~l60~

At

"~tl.t

E>::!,or4

(minimum order $5.(0)-

14"

12"

medium

small

Cheese
$5.15
1 ingred.
$5.80
add ingred.
.75

$7.65
$8.50
.85

16"
large

$9.95
$10.90
.95

Sandwiches & Other

"For you created me in my inmost being;
You knit me together in my mother's womb."
Psalm 139

Italian Beef or Sausage, BBQ Beef. served with plckle & chips

$2.95
Wonton $1.UO
Egg RoU $1.00

Pitchers $2.00
611 S_

ILUNOl~

• On the Strip

Continuous Showings
T......y •••y .....r IS· ........ C. . . .r. 01110

9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sponsored by Baptist Student Ministries
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Sports
Grad assistant plays key role for Cindy Scott
By Robert Baxter
Staff Writer

,________

~L-

~>.I
_____

~

Marlallce Jenkins

Marialice Jenkins feels
having played basketball
under Coach Cindy Scott in the
SIU-C women's basketball
program has helped her to
succeed in her new position as
graduate assistant for the
women's team.
Jenkins was graduated from
SIU-C in 1987 and her ability to
inspire players on the sidelines
before, during and after the
game has become part of her
daily job responsibilites.

"I think it helps a lot having
played in the program
myself," said Jenkins, who is
entering her second year as
grad assistant. "I think if I do
contribute to the coaching
staff, that's what I realte to the
most (past game experience).
I am able to loosen players up
and at the same time give
them tips that work within the
overall game plan (of SIU-CL"
Jenkins said her playing
time at SIU-C has given her
insight into the way the game
of basketball is played here an insight she might not

otherwise have been able to
provide coming from another
school
"I think sometimes I can
give the players things which
are easier to digest than what
the coach may give them. "
Jenkins said she is limited as
to what she can do during the
game because NCAA rules
allow only the head coach to
stand up and move around. But
before the game or even before
the season, Jenkins said she is
always hard at work.
"I do a lot of work in
preseason
conditioning,"

By John Walblay

By Megan Hauck

Staff Writer

StalfWriter

The swimming and diving
teams' losses to ~ranked
Nebraska may be what a
young team needs when
starting a new season - a
chance to get its feet wet, if
you will.
Though Nebraska outscored
the Salukis significantly in
both the men's and women's
competitions, Rick Walker,
assistant swimming coach,
said the scores didn't tell the
whole story.
"The score really didn't
indicate how close the meet
was," Walker said. "U's hard
to explain it without sounding,
like were making excuses, but .
any other day we may have
done better. Nebraska was
just prepared. "
The women's team lost 76 to
39 and the men's team was
defea ted 70 to 45.
"It's kind of a frustrating
meet, we felt our kids swam
fairly good according to what
stage they are at," Walker
said.
A bright spot for the men's
team was Eric Bradac, who
won two freestyle events.
Bradac won the 500-meter in
4:34.64 and the I,OOO-meter in

One went for experience. The other
got the short end of the stick.
Such was the case between Illinois
State gymnastics coach Kim Montigriff and SIU-C coach Bill Meade
this weekend at the Southwest
Airlines-Huskie Mixed Pairs Invitational in Dekalb.
Montigriff wanted her gymnasts to
gain experience from the meet.
Meade was looking for a good finish
for his gymnasts. Montigriff got her
experience, and Meade got a
headache.
"Normally you put the best people
up," Meade said. "I sent the best
people I had. Sh" evidently didn't.
That's just plain stupidity on her
part."
Brent Reed and Scott Belanger, two
veterans of the Salukis' gymnastics
team, competed with freshman
Bonnie Higgins and sophomore Karen
Giroux.
"We picked those who I felt needed
the experience, which is 100 bad for
the Southern guys," Montigriff said.
"We also didn't ~ick a safe event, and
most people did. '
Giroux and Higgins competed on
the uneven bars and the balance
beam instead of floor exercises. Most
of the other women gymnasts chose to
compete on floor exercises, an easier
even for most gymnasts, Montigriff
said.

9:31.71.

In the 500 freestyle, Bradac
beat Nebraska's Peter

:~~~d w~~diner~eh~

meter freestyle. Bradac beat
Williams by only six-tenths of
a second.

fo~c:!er 1afJ~IaC:a:inisJ:

2:05.94.

Women's swimmer Deirdre
Lein pulled out two individual
wins to add to the Saluld effort.
Lein won the 500-meter
freestyle in 5:13.49 and the
I,OOO-meter freestyle in
10:36.42.

S. . JENKINS, Page 14

Bill Meade's theories
not necessarily shared

Swim coach
likes showing
despite loss

Yakochi, who won the 200meter breaststoke in 2:04.61.
Behind
Yokochi
was
Nebraska's Sean Frampton
who finished with a time of

Jenkins said. "J also help in
mailing letters to recruits and
help them adjust to the game
at the college level I also put
my two cents worth in when it
comes to offensive scoring."
Jenkins was a model
student-athlete. During hel
academic career she finished
her undergraduate degree at
SIU-C with a 3.75 grade point
average in recreation, having
earned a perfect 4.0 on two
occa5ions.
Her athletic career at SIU-C

Senior Brent Reed practice. on the parallel bara
Monday afternoon at the Arena.

Reed competed on the high bars
and parallel bars, and Belanger
competed on floor exercises and high
bars.
Reed, a senior, said he expected to
compete with Jill Hollenbeck, a
veteran Illinois State gymnast he
competed with last year. During last

"We picked those who I
felt needed the experience,
which is too bad for the
Southern guys, "
-Kim Montigriff

year's competition, Reed and
Hollenbeck advanced to the
semifinals where Hollenbeck suffered
a back injury that forced the team to
forfeit.
"Last year, (Montigriff) said she'd
pair us up again for the meet thll.
year, and she aidn't," Reed said.
Montigriff said she did not compete
Hollenbeck because the gymnast's
back injury had surfaced at the time
of the meet.
"Jill is injured. She's somewhat
healthy, but she's not 100 percent,"
Montigriff said. "To have her compete when she's not 100 percent is just
askmg for trouble."
The Illinois State gymnasts both
fell twice, losing a half point each fall.
Montigriff said the meet was early
for her gymnasts, whose first regular
season meet is scheduled f{)~ Jan. 21.
"Maybe we have a iifierent
philosophy about the mpe',' , Montigriff said. "We use it for c"r;o:'rience
and for fun. "
Reed and Belanger, a jur,i,Jr,
averaged 9.3 each, while Giroux and
Higgins averaged 8.1 each.
A pair from Housto'l Baptist, De·.vn
Mulholl'ind, sister of SIU-C gymnast
Marcus Mulholland, and Alfonso
Rodriguez, an Olympic competitor,
captured first with 75.95 overall.
Karli Urban and Paul Linne of
Arizona State placed second with
74.85.

Seniors reflecting as end draws near
By David Galllanettl
Staff Writer

For the football team's
seniors, Northern Iowa won't
be the only thing on their
minds this week. Most of them
are also dealing with ending a
career.
Among the Salukis leaving
after this season are split end
Joe Cook. noseguard Brad
Crouse, offensive linemen Pete
Jansons and Rob Mason,
cornerback
Earnest
Manghram, halfback Paul
Patterson and linebacker
Henry Peer.

Walker cited freshman
Nancy Scbmidlkofer's swim in
the l00-meter freestyle.
"It was a very good swim for
her, she's showing well as a
freshman," Walker said.
Schmidlkofer won th~ event
with a time of 54.06. Bebnd her
was another Saluki, Melissa
Steinbach, followed by
Nebraska's Kathy Barragan.
Walker saId the coaches
"It is weird hl)w goals
were still pleased with the change from week to week,"
performances of Laine Owen Mason said. "This has become
and Michelle Albrecht and raid the most important week of the
a lot of good things are eA- year.
pected out of the diving
"I played my worst game of
program.
the year a t Youngstown. so I'm
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"My body feels like its
been through a severe
car wreck."
-Pete Jansons
looking for a bit of redemption
for myself. I want to play the
best game of my career on
Saturday, it is really important to me. "
Cook said he will miss
playing football, but he will
give It his all until the last play
of Saturday's game.
"I think I have come to grips
with it, but that is what societv
is all about," Cook said.
"Maybe it just hasn't hit yet. It
is hard to acce;>t that it may be
my last game."

"I'm kind of happy I'm
getting it done," Jansons said.
"My body feels like its been
through a sevel-e car wreck. It
won't be bad to kick back in a
La-z-boy with a cooler and just
watch the game.
'"This is probably the last
game of my life, end right now
it might not seem like a hell of
a deal, but i see the seniors
from 1984 come back and can
tell by the look in their eyes
they want to be out there
playing."
Mason said there has been
no real cCilcious effort by the
seniors to band to gether, but
the Northern Illinois game
ft'.atured a uniting of the whole
team.
"At th'! Northern Illinois
Jansons said he has mixed game the whole team banded
emotions about hanging up the together. The seniors may try
pads for the last time.
and take charge this week."

